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The purpose of this information bulletin is to establish a written policy on permitting requirements for new,
relocated, or replacement windows or doors. A building permit is required for any new, relocated, or
replacement window or door in residential occupancies (R occupancies) for the following reasons:
a) New windows or doors in existing walls potentially affect the lateral bracing of the building for wind
and seismic loads.
b) Remodels that increase or decrease the size of existing rough-frame opening dimensions involve
framing and siding work. Wider windows or doors also affect the lateral bracing of the building.
Taller doors or windows may affect headers. Smaller windows or doors may affect light and
ventilation or emergency egress.
c) Replacement windows may impact light and ventilation and/or emergency egress. Replacement
windows of different materials may have smaller net openings due to thicker components.
Replacement windows may also have a different style than the original window. Style refers to the
type of window: slider, casement, double hung, single hung, bay, etc. Each will have different
opening dimensions.
d) California Energy regulations regulate the U-Factors and Solar Heat Gain Coefficients of new,
relocated or replacement windows.
Under no circumstances shall a new, relocated, altered, or replaced window or door cause an otherwise
conforming window or door which currently meets light and ventilation, emergency egress opening, and/or
safety glazing requirements to become non-conforming. Replacement or altered windows associated with
existing bedroom windows that have one or more existing non-conforming elements associated with the net
opening width, height or area, or with the sill height, shall not be installed that would allow further reduction
in the net opening width, height, or area, or further increases in the sill height.
The following shall be submitted where a building permit is required per the listing above:
1.

Floor Plan.
Floor plans will be required to show how the proposed modifications address lateral bracing, light
and ventilation, emergency egress, and/or water proofing. In all cases the floor plan must be clear
enough to define where the work is in the building. Generally an overall floor plan is used to provide
this information. The city encourages applicants to draw the entire floor plan to a minimum of
¼”=1’-0” scale, meaning for each ¼ inch of paper, it represents one foot in the real world. Drawings
which show separately the “before and after” arrangement of the window or door changes are
preferred to avoid trying to include too much on one floor plan.
At a minimum, changes which affect lateral bracing will generally require all or a significant portion
of the floor plan to be drawn, so that braced wall lines and the associated bracing (conforming wall
panels within the braced wall lines) may be evaluated. New, relocated or wider replacement
windows or doors generally affect the lateral capacity of the building. In this case, completely
dimension the segments of solid walls, windows and doors. The city may require that the owner hire

an architect or engineer to address the lateral capacity of the building where the proposed changes do
not meet conventional bracing per the building code definitions.
At a minimum, window and door changes which potentially affect light and ventilation will
generally require the drawings to include that portion of the floor area comprised of the exterior
walls with the proposed window and/or door changes plus the adjacent rooms for which the window
or door serves for light and ventilation. This generally requires including in the drawings all
contiguous rooms that could use the window or door for light and ventilation. A good rule-of-thumb
is to include all surrounding rooms which have more than 50 percent of the common wall between
them on the floor plan. The rooms must be fully dimensioned to allow light and ventilation
calculations to be made.
Proposed changes to a window or door that may affect emergency egress will require a floor plan
clearly showing the location of the bedrooms in relation to the window or door. The plans must
clearly label the bedrooms associated with the windows or doors.
Floor plans must be provided for each floor level affected by the window or door changes. Provide
any additional framing plans or details to accurately describe the work. In all cases, include the
following minimum information on the floor plans:
a.

Walls. Delineate clearly between existing, new, and removed walls using a clear and
distinguishable wall symbol for each wall type. Use double lines to represent walls. Avoid
the use of single lines to represent a wall. Non-filled double lines typically represent existing
walls. Solid filled or hatched double lines typically represent new walls. Dashed or dotted
double lines typically denote removed walls.

b.

Doors and Windows. Show existing, new, replaced, removed, and/or relocated doors and
windows. For new, replaced, and relocated windows, specify the U value of the windows in
accordance with the State Title 24 energy provisions. For new or relocated windows or
doors, see below for required structural information. Provide window and door sizes.
Window sizes are generally given in a format of WidthxHeight or WxH and an abbreviation
of the style, such as 4050SL for a slider 4’-0” wide and 5’-0” tall. Door sizes are generally
given in the same format without a qualifying style designation, such as 21068 for a 2’-10”
wide by 6’-8” tall door. Be sure to define all abbreviations used on the plans.

c.

Other information needed. It is important to show the relationship (by way of dimensions
and orientation) of all doors relative to windows to properly evaluate the safety glazing
requirements of glazing. Also, pools and spas that may be located near windows should be
shown on the plans with clear dimensions between them in both the horizontal and vertical
directions. It is important to show when windows are within tub or shower enclosures to
properly evaluate the need for safety glazing.

2.

Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Detectors. Smoke and carbon monoxide detectors shall be installed
as required by the California Building Code and California Residential code whenever the valuation
of work exceeds $1,000.

3.

California Title 24 Energy. 2008 Building Energy Efficiency Standards (effective January 2010)
requires replacement windows to meet maximum U-Factor of 0.40 and maximum Solar Heat Gain
Coefficient of 0.40. New or relocated windows must meet either the prescriptive approach or the
performance approach of the Title 24 energy regulations.

4.

Structural Drawings and Details. If a segment of wall is to be removed for a new or relocated
window or door, or if an existing window or door is being replaced with a wider window or door,
provide a floor or roof/ceiling framing plan above to clearly indicate bearing or non-bearing
conditions. The framing plan must include complete spans of the members resting directly on the
top plates of the wall being removed and complete span layout of members that are supported by use
of kickers resting on top of the wall. For new headers, indicate material specifications for header and
posts. Typical designations for headers and posts are 4x12 D.F. No. 1 or better and 4x4 D.F. #1 or
better, respectively. The appropriateness of these sizes, species and stress grades will depend upon
the loads that the beams or headers must carry. This is why the framing plan is necessary. Footings
must be provided directly under posts which support header or beam loads. Details of the footings
must be included in the drawings. The City may require an engineer or architect to be hired by the
applicant to evaluate beams, headers, posts, and/or footings, as necessary.
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